Scanners

**Bearcat BC125AT**
- 29 - 30 Ham Band 10 m
- 30 - 50 VHF Low
- 50 - 54 Ham Band 6 m
- 106-137 Aircraft
- 137-144 Federal Gov’t
- 144-148 Ham Band 2 m
- 148-174 VHF High Band
- 225-380 Mil. Aircraft
- 400-420 Federal Gov’t
- 420-450 Ham Band 70 cm
- 450-470 UHF Band
- 470-512 UHF “T” Band

The Bearcat BC125AT is an affordable 500 channel, ten bank scanner with great features. Frequency coverage is 25-54,108-174,225-380, and 400-512 MHz. It has Uniden’s new Close Call® RF Capture Technology that instantly tunes to signals from nearby transmitters. The Priority Scan function scans the channels you have designated as priority channels. The Delay function helps prevent missed replies during 2-way conversations. There are ten service banks with preset frequencies for: Police, Fire/Emergency, Ham, Marine, Railroad, Civil Air, Military Air, CB and Marine, racing, civil aircraft, amateur radio, rail-road, CB and other (FRS/GMRS/MURS). Other features include keypad entry, earphone jack, key lock, battery low alert, battery save and backlit LCD display. Operation is from two AA cells (not included) providing flexibility in choice of batteries: Alkaline for long life or rechargeable NiMH batteries for economy. Comes with: USB charging cord, belt clip, BNC antenna and manual.

List $179.99 Order #0125 $129.95

**Bearcat BC75XLT**
- 29 - 30 Ham Band 10 m
- 30 - 50 VHF Low
- 50 - 54 Ham Band 6 m
- 106-137 Aircraft
- 137-144 Federal Gov’t
- 144-148 Ham Band 2 m
- 148-174 VHF High Band
- 400-420 Federal Gov’t
- 420-450 Ham Band 70 cm
- 450-470 UHF Band
- 470-512 UHF “T” Band

The Bearcat BC75XLT 300 channel (10x30) scanner is a great value. Frequency coverage is 25-54, 108-174, and 406-512 MHz. It has Uniden’s Close Call® RF Capture Technology that instantly tunes to signals from nearby transmitters. The Priority Scan function scans the channels you have designated as priority channels. The Delay function helps prevent missed replies. There are ten service banks with preset frequencies for: weather, police, fire/emergency, marine, racing, civil aircraft, amateur radio, railroad, CB and other (FRS/GMRS/MURS). Other features include keypad entry, earphone jack, key lock, battery low alert, battery save and backlit LCD display. Operation is from two AA cells (not included) providing flexibility in choice of batteries: Alkaline for long life or rechargeable NiMH batteries for economy. It is important that you select the correct battery type via the slide switch in the battery compartment. NiMH batteries can charge while in the scanner. NiMH AA batteries may be charged from a USB power source or the optional USB AC adapter (see USB-2A on page 18) via the included USB cable. The BC75XLT comes with: belt clip, flexible BNC antenna, USB charging cable and printed manual.

Order #0000 Discontinued

**Uniden BC365CRS**

The Uniden Bearcat BC365CRS is your perfect bed side companion, covering VHF-Low, Commercial Air, VHF-High, Military Air Band and the UHF (406-512) band. Plus it gets the regular FM broadcast band. Enjoy 500 scanning channels in ten banks plus 30 for FM. There is an alarm clock. Service search allows quick access to common police, fire, ambulance, aircraft, amateur radio, and marine radio frequencies. It is also narrowband compliant. BC365CRS controls are easy to use and the backlit display is very readable, even at night. External jacks on the rear panel include: BNC antenna jack, earphone jack and external power. The BC365CRS comes with: AC adapter, telescopic antenna and printed Owner’s Manual. Insert three AA alkaline cells (not provided) for power backup. Size: 8.25 x 6.125 x 3.125”.

List $139.99 Order #5365 $99.95

**Uniden BC355N**

The Uniden Bearcat BC355N is a scanner covering 13 preset search banks including VHF Air and the 800 MHz Public Service band. It is preprogrammed and is user programmable. It has six preprogrammed service banks plus 300 user-programmable private channels. Advanced features include: Turbo Search, one-touch weather, channel lockout and narrowband channels. The rear panel has a BNC antenna jack and a 3.5mm mini external speaker jack. The bottom of the radio has a flip-out tilt-stand. This radio comes with: BC210 telescopic antenna, wire window antenna with suction cups, AC adapter, cigarette lighter DC power cord, Operating Guide and mounting bracket. 5.4 x 1.7 x 5.75” 1 lb. 6.5 oz.

List $149.99 Order #2355 $104.95

**Uniden BC-GPSK**

The Uniden BC-GPSK serial GPS receiver provides a simple solution to connecting a GPS to your Uniden location-based scanner. It will continually tell your scanner where it is, so it may select the appropriate frequencies for the area you are passing through. This high-sensitivity, WAAS capable unit provides industry-standard NMEA 0183 output. The included cable plugs directly into a DB-9 RS-232 port of the scanner. The compact GPS design includes a magnetic base to easily secure to your vehicle. It includes a cigarette lighter power cord. Its weatherproof design allows outside mounting for best satellite signal reception.

List $599.95 Order #4325 CALL/WEB

**Uniden BC-GPSK**

The Uniden Bearcat BCD325P2 offers state-of-the-art Trunk Tracker V™ scanner technology. It has APCO 25 Phase I and II digital capability. You can store in the dynamic memory, conventional frequencies such as police, fire/emergency, marine, air, amateur, and other communications. The coverage includes: 25-512, 758-824, 849-869 and 894-960 MHz. Use the Scroll Control to quickly select channels and frequencies and you can automatically program channels in a system using the Auto Store feature. The optional GPS allows the user to define the scanner display to show location-based information. It will alert at areas of special interest, such as dangerous intersections, school zones, or points of interest. The BCD325P2 also has Close Call™ RF Capture Technology, 12 Service Searches, Dynamic Memory Management, Narrow band Reception, Fire Tone-Out and Multi-site programming as well as 25,000 channels. Also includes: Audio AGC, band scope function, SAME Weather Alert, IF Exchange, Crows-Flight Navigation (with optional GPS), Key safe mode and channel alert. Includes: Two Ni-MH AA batteries, BNC flexible antenna, USB cable, hand strap and printed manual. See USB-2A on page 18 if USB power supply needed.

List $599.95 Order #4325 CALL/WEB

**Uniden BCD325P2**

- Near continuous, wide VHF/UHF coverage
- 25-512 MHz
- 758-824 MHz
- 849-869 MHz
- 894-960 MHz

Order #4325 CALL/WEB

Using a scanner in a vehicle is restricted in some states.
The **Uniden Bearcat SDS100** starts off with the considerable capabilities of the respected BCD436HP with TrunkTracker X™ technology, APCO Project 25 Phase I and Phase II, X2-TDMA, Motorola™, EDACS™ and LTR™ Trunked Radio Systems. The SDS100 is the first scanner with true I/Q software defined radio technology. And it includes the innovative features of the Homepatrol such as Zip Code programming (US/Canada). Additional modes such as DMR Tier III, Hytera XPT, Single Channel DMR, NXDN 4800/9600 and EDACS ProVoice are available by a paid upgrade. Frequency coverage is 25-512, 758-824, 849-869, 894-960 and 1240-1300 MHz. Enhancements include SAME weather Alert, Channel Volume On/Off and the Uniden website.

**BNC adapter, microSD card (installed), SMA flex cable, Li-ion battery, SMA-BNC adapter, SMA antenna, belt clip and printed manual.** List $699.99 Order #6100 $649.99

See back cover of this catalog for a color photo. Call or visit website for current scanner pricing.

---

**Uniden**

**Bearcat**

**SDS200**

The **Uniden Bearcat SDS200** is the base/mobile version of the hugely successful SDS100. It has the same feature set as the SDS100, plus some enhancements. This is Uniden’s latest and most advanced base/mobile digital trunking scanner. Frequency coverage: 25-512, 758-824, 849-869, 894-960 and 1240-1300 MHz. The SDS200 incorporates the latest True I/Q receiver technology, which provides the best digital decode performance in the industry, even in challenging receive environments. Highlights include: True I/Q™ Receiver, TrunkTracker X, Direct Ethernet Connectivity for Streaming and Control, Complete USA/Canada Radio Database, Location Control for Simple Operation and a stunning 3.5” customizable color display. The SDS200 with TrunkTracker X technology supports: APCO P25 Phase I and II, Motorola, EDACS, and LTR Trunking, MotoTRBO Capacity + and Connect +, DMR Tier III, Hytera XPT, Single-Channel DMR, NXDN 4800 and 9600 and EDACS ProVoice. ($Paid upgrades required for DMR, NXDN, and ProVoice monitoring). Free Sentinel Software keeps the SDS200 database and memory up to date. This radio comes with AD-1009 AC adapter, USB cable, installed 8 Gb microSD card, BNC telescopic antenna, cigarette lighter DC power cord, 12 VDC cord, mobile bracket and printed manual.

List $749.99 Order #6200 $699.99

---

**Uniden**

**Bearcat**

**BCD996P2**

The **Uniden Bearcat BCD996P2** is a state-of-the-art scanner radio with TrunkTracker V™ and automatic scanning capabilities. This is a GPS-enabled scanner (GPS not supplied), allowing the radio to automatically select nearby radio systems for scanning. The BCD996P2 also offers APCO 25 Phase I and Phase II digital capability, allowing consumers to monitor the activities and signals of city and government service departments. It also offers Close Call™ RF Capture Technology, Dynamic Memory Management, Fire Tone-Out, and Multi-site programming as well as 25,000 channels and a frequency range of 25 MHz to 1.3 GHz (excluding cellular). Other enhancements include band scope function, Narrow band reception, Crows-Flight Navigation (with optional GPS), IF Exchange, backlit keys and display, NAC decoding, Key safe mode and channel alert (tones and backlight colors), TouchTone™, AC adapter, DC cord harness, mounting bracket, telescopic antenna, USB cable and manual.

List $1699.95 Order #4996 CALL/WEB

---

**Uniden**

**Bearcat**

**BCT15X**

The **Uniden Bearcat BCT15X** is a GPS-enabled scanner that automatically selects nearby radio systems for scanning (GPS not supplied). The BCT15X also offers Uniden’s unique BearTracker system, which alerts mobile users to public safety activity in their area as well as Close Call™ RF Capture Technology that automatically locks onto nearby signals with no programming necessary. The GPS-enabled feature offered by the BCT15X provides automatic system selection, which permits the scanner to turn system reception on or off depending on the user’s location, and allows the user to customize the scanner display to show location-based information. In addition, when a GPS unit (not included with this scanner) is connected to the BCT15X, the scanner will send alerts at areas of special interest, such as dangerous intersections, school zones, or general points of interest. This model supports TrunkTracker III systems: Motorola Type I/II/III Hybrid, EDACS and LTR analog trunk systems. It features 9000 channels. Please note that the BCT15X does not have TrunkTrackerIV or APCO 25 capability. Comes with: AD-1009 AC Adapter, Cigarette Lighter Cord, DC power cord, mounting bracket, push-on telescopic BNC antenna, PC serial cable and Manual on CD. 7.25 x 2.2 x 6.06 in. 3.5 lbs. List $249.95 Order #0015 $179.95

---

**Uniden**

**Bearcat**

**SDS200**

The **Uniden Bearcat SDS200** is the base/mobile version of the hugely successful SDS100. It has the same feature set as the SDS100, plus some enhancements. This is Uniden’s latest and most advanced base/mobile digital trunking scanner. Frequency coverage: 25-512, 758-824, 849-869, 894-960 and 1240-1300 MHz. The SDS200 incorporates the latest True I/Q receiver technology, which provides the best digital decode performance in the industry, even in challenging receive environments. Highlights include: True I/Q™™ Receiver, TrunkTracker X, Direct Ethernet Connectivity for Streaming and Control, Complete USA/Canada Radio Database, Location Control for Simple Operation and a stunning 3.5” customizable color display. The SDS200 with TrunkTracker X technology supports: APCO P25 Phase I and II, Motorola, EDACS, and LTR Trunking, MotoTRBO Capacity + and Connect +, DMR Tier III, Hytera XPT, Single-Channel DMR, NXDN 4800 and 9600 and EDACS ProVoice. ($Paid upgrades required for DMR, NXDN, and ProVoice monitoring). Free Sentinel Software keeps the SDS200 database and memory up to date. This radio comes with AD-1009 AC adapter, USB cable, installed 8 Gb microSD card, BNC telescopic antenna, cigarette lighter DC power cord, 12 VDC cord, mobile bracket and printed manual.

List $749.99 Order #6200 $699.99

---

**Uniden**

**Bearcat**

**BCT15X**

The **Uniden Bearcat BCT15X** is a GPS-enabled scanner that automatically selects nearby radio systems for scanning (GPS not supplied). The BCT15X also offers Uniden’s unique BearTracker system, which alerts mobile users to public safety activity in their area as well as Close Call™ RF Capture Technology that automatically locks onto nearby signals with no programming necessary. The GPS-enabled feature offered by the BCT15X provides automatic system selection, which permits the scanner to turn system reception on or off depending on the user’s location, and allows the user to customize the scanner display to show location-based information. In addition, when a GPS unit (not included with this scanner) is connected to the BCT15X, the scanner will send alerts at areas of special interest, such as dangerous intersections, school zones, or general points of interest. This model supports TrunkTracker III systems: Motorola Type I/II/III Hybrid, EDACS and LTR analog trunk systems. It features 9000 channels. Please note that the BCT15X does not have TrunkTrackerIV or APCO 25 capability. Comes with: AD-1009 AC Adapter, Cigarette Lighter Cord, DC power cord, mounting bracket, push-on telescopic BNC antenna, PC serial cable and Manual on CD. 7.25 x 2.2 x 6.06 in. 3.5 lbs. List $249.95 Order #0015 $179.95

---

**Uniden**

**Bearcat**

**SDS200**

The **Uniden Bearcat SDS200** is the base/mobile version of the hugely successful SDS100. It has the same feature set as the SDS100, plus some enhancements. This is Uniden’s latest and most advanced base/mobile digital trunking scanner. Frequency coverage: 25-512, 758-824, 849-869, 894-960 and 1240-1300 MHz. The SDS200 incorporates the latest True I/Q receiver technology, which provides the best digital decode performance in the industry, even in challenging receive environments. Highlights include: True I/Q™™ Receiver, TrunkTracker X, Direct Ethernet Connectivity for Streaming and Control, Complete USA/Canada Radio Database, Location Control for Simple Operation and a stunning 3.5” customizable color display. The SDS200 with TrunkTracker X technology supports: APCO P25 Phase I and II, Motorola, EDACS, and LTR Trunking, MotoTRBO Capacity + and Connect +, DMR Tier III, Hytera XPT, Single-Channel DMR, NXDN 4800 and 9600 and EDACS ProVoice. ($Paid upgrades required for DMR, NXDN, and ProVoice monitoring). Free Sentinel Software keeps the SDS200 database and memory up to date. This radio comes with AD-1009 AC adapter, USB cable, installed 8 Gb microSD card, BNC telescopic antenna, cigarette lighter DC power cord, 12 VDC cord, mobile bracket and printed manual.

List $749.99 Order #6200 $699.99

---

**Uniden**

**Bearcat**

**BCT15X**

The **Uniden Bearcat BCT15X** is a GPS-enabled scanner that automatically selects nearby radio systems for scanning (GPS not supplied). The BCT15X also offers Uniden’s unique BearTracker system, which alerts mobile users to public safety activity in their area as well as Close Call™ RF Capture Technology that automatically locks onto nearby signals with no programming necessary. The GPS-enabled feature offered by the BCT15X provides automatic system selection, which permits the scanner to turn system reception on or off depending on the user’s location, and allows the user to customize the scanner display to show location-based information. In addition, when a GPS unit (not included with this scanner) is connected to the BCT15X, the scanner will send alerts at areas of special interest, such as dangerous intersections, school zones, or general points of interest. This model supports TrunkTracker III systems: Motorola Type I/II/III Hybrid, EDACS and LTR analog trunk systems. It features 9000 channels. Please note that the BCT15X does not have TrunkTrackerIV or APCO 25 capability. Comes with: AD-1009 AC Adapter, Cigarette Lighter Cord, DC power cord, mounting bracket, push-on telescopic BNC antenna, PC serial cable and Manual on CD. 7.25 x 2.2 x 6.06 in. 3.5 lbs. List $249.95 Order #0015 $179.95
**BCD536HP**

The Bearcat BCD536HP, like the BCD436HP, features the HomePatrol-style database system that includes the entire USA/Canada frequency database. Simply enter your zip code. The second innovation is WiFi connectivity. Listen to and control your scanner using your smartphone or tablet. Other features include:

- A supplied 4 Gigabyte microSD card holds the USA and Canada database and leaves room for hundreds of hours of audio recording.
- Programmable Alert LED lets you set a specific color to alert you when a channel becomes active.
- TrunkTracker V with support for APCO Project 25 Phase I and Phase II, X2-TDMA, Motorola, EDACS, and LTR Trunked Radio Systems.
- Quick Key access to 100 Favorite Lists.
- Discovery Modes helps you find new channels on trunked systems and frequency ranges.
- Analysis Modes include Band Scope, RF Power Plot, Trunked System Analysis, and EDACS/LTR LCN Finder.
- Flexible Easy Channel Selection using Zip Code or GPS. Pick the kinds of channels you want to hear and tell the radio where you are.
- Easy Scan Control using the dedicated System, Department and Channel Hold buttons.
- Complete Front-Panel Programmability — create custom Favorites Lists.
- Temporary Avoid lets you quickly silence unwanted systems, departments, or channels.
- Backlight-on-Squelch option allows the backlight to remain on during an entire transmission.
- Date/Time indication on display with time stamping for recordings.
- Close Call® RF Capture automatically tunes the scanner to nearby transmissions.
- NOAA Weather Alert with SAME.
- Two-Tone Paging with up to 32 tone slots.
- USB PC Connectivity.
- Serial GPS input for location-based scanning.
- DRM and NXDN are available as a paid upgrades directly from Uniden.

List $699.95 Order #6420 CALL/WEB

**HOMEPATROL-II**

The revolutionary Uniden HomePatrol I introduced easy Zip Code programming and color touch-screen. The HomePatrol searches within a 10 mile radius of your zip code location, or enter the city, and the range is 20 miles from the center of the city. If you use the AutoLocate feature, that range increases to 30 miles. Usable as a base or portable unit, and coverage is 25-54, 108-512 and 758-960 MHz (less cellular) in AM, FM and FM wide modes. TrunkTracking EDACS (N/W), LTR, Motorola (analog/mixed/digital) and APCO P25 are supported. If you have a compatible GPS (not included), this radio will even know where it is and have the appropriate frequencies available. A micro SD card is included to store your favorite frequencies. The Replay feature instantly replays the transmissions you just heard (30 to 240 seconds). The Record function allows recording longer intercepts for later review. Although the initial set-up is very easy and automated, you can use the configuration menu to fine tune the radio to your preferences. This next generation HomePatrol II adds APCO 25 Phase2 capability and is recharged exclusively via the USB port. The AC adapter and car adapter are not included. If you do not own a USB power adapter, see #6707 USB2A or equivalent.

List $699.99 Order #6420 CALL/WEB

**SPECTRUM-FORCE**

The Spectrum-Force Base Scanner Mounts are built with strong sheet-metal, allowing you to attractively mount and display three or four base or base/mobile scanners that are approximately 7 to 7.5" wide. You can mount any combination of the following Uniden Bearcat Scanners: 760, 780, 785, 796, BCT15, BCD996T, GRE PSR400 and PSR600, Whistler WS1065 and a variety of Radio Shack models including the Pro2053 and Pro2096 and similar models.

3 Base Radios Order #2479 $69.95
4 Base Radios Order #5886 79.95

**885**

The Uniden BearTracker 885 is 40 channel CB radio plus digital TrunkTracking scanner. Enjoy the convenience of a top quality CB and keep up-to-date with current public safety activity anywhere in the US and Canada by scanning for police, fire, ambulance, and/or DOT radio traffic. The included GPS allows the 885 to automatically select nearby channels as you travel! Just drive and listen! Scan system include: analog, Motorola, LTR, EDACS, APCO P25 Phase I and II with coverage of VHF, UHF and the 700/800 MHz bands. The BearTracker Warning System alerts you to nearby public safety transmissions. CB features include: 7 color display, SWR meter, RF Gain, weather alert, PA, antenna check, vehicle power check, noise-canceling mic, CB/Scan priority selection, priority channel and scanning. CB and scanner antennas sold separately.

List $7.95 Order #6707 USB2A

**REFERENCE MANUALS**

**EASIER TO READ UNIDEN**

BCD436HP / BCD536HP Manual
This book covers the operation of the Uniden BCD436HP and BCD536HP.
Order #6338 ........... $29.95

Please see all the Easier To Read Manuals, Nifty Mini-Manuals and Nifty Reference Cards shown on pages 101 and 112 of this catalog.

**USB 2A**

The USB 2A plugs into an AC wall outlet and provides a single USB charging port. Input is 100-240 VAC 50/60Hz and output is 5 VDC 2000 mA. For scanners such as Uniden Bearcat BC75XL, BC125AT, BCD325P2, etc.

Order #6707 $9.95

---

**GO-BAG**

This insulated bag is a great way to protect your scanner. There is plenty of room for your radio, batteries, accessories, directories and more. With zippered top, carry strap and front open pocket. 8 x 6 x 5 inches. Blue with Universal Radio logo.

Universal Go-Bag Order #5733 $7.95

Please see Scanner Antennas on pages 35-36.